
Intern Operations/Delivery

Main purpose of the internship
You will join the Belgium team at Nivelles. As a member of the Delivery Team, you will be at
the center of our core business where data is turned into valuable insights. You will
participate in the very first phases of our project's life cycle; drawing sensor implementation
maps, sensor parameterization, in-store systems setup. And, you will keep an eye on them
by monitoring the systems, escalating potential issues or production incidents. You will of
course participate in the company life and be integrated to all team activities, meetings, ...

Desired Skills and Experience
You have a cultural fit with Amoobi values:

● Strong commitment to quality
● Team player
● Work hard & play hard
● Commitment to deliver
● Honesty

We do not ask for any experience or skills on top of a Belgian CESS or equivalent. What
really counts is your ability and willingness to continuously develop yourself.

On top that:

● You feel comfortable with technology and enjoy playing with it.
● You get the best out of situations by learning on the job and by peers. You are willing

to continuously develop your skills and knowledge.
● You are a fast learner and able to work autonomously.
● You are a problem-solver and you like taking on new challenges.
● You have an eye for details. The quality of your work will be key for Amoobi’s clients.
● You are stress resistant. You do not fear the hardness of the task and are ready to

run the extra mile to reach the goal.
● You are committed & enthusiastic.
● You are comfortable with process repetition. There are a various number of tasks to

do and these need to be reproduced for each project.
● You are work-proficient in English
● You like transversal management, you will be at the heart of a dynamic organization,

working closely together with members of different departments.
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About Amoobi

Amoobi is an innovative and fast-growing scale-up. We have built a unique technology that
uses 3D optical sensors to automatically track and measure the customer journey through
brick and mortar retail stores. Using these sensors, we can derive insights and
recommendations for store optimization. Our vision is to become the market leader in retail
space analytics, and help retailers and brands make their store space easier, more efficient,
and more enjoyable for customers to shop. This improves customer loyalty and overall sales.
In a world where physical retail is challenged by ecommerce, we are bringing an innovative
way of measuring and improving the customer experience in-store.

Amoobi has an international presence, operating in more than 10 countries. Our client base
includes some of the world's largest retailers and FMCG players, including CVS, the
Walmart Group, Tesco, Ikea, Media Markt, Carrefour, Delhaize, Metro Group, and P&G
among others. We currently operate across Europe and North America, with our head office
in Belgium and our North America office in New York City. We are growing fast (>50% year
over year) and we would like to accelerate our growth to become the leader for
merchandising optimization through in-store analytics.

Amoobi values its culture, and your fit with it is a key criteria for joining the team. At Amoobi,
we seek the highest quality in everything we do. We reach that through our commitment to
support our fellow colleagues and to deliver the best insights to our clients with honesty.
Above everything, we focus on the team and our ability to progress together while having
fun. The ideal candidate will bring fun to the team and help us provide new and existing
clients with more high-quality insights via an extraordinary commitment to the team and our
goal.

Interested in stepping in this exciting adventure?

Apply by sending your CV and a short note to jobs@amoobi.com explaining why you are
excited by this opportunity. It does not have to be long, but it is essential.
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